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Description:

Forget the common cold for a moment. Instead, consider the rise of "false data syndrome," a
deceptive method of identification derived from numbers rather than more recognizable human
traits. Simson Garfinkel couples this idea with concepts like "data shadow" and "datasphere" in
Database Nation, offering a decidedly unappealing scenario of how we have overlooked privacy with
the advent of advanced technology.

According to Garfinkel, "technology is not privacy neutral." It leaves us with only two choices: 1)
allow our personal data to rest in the public domain or 2) become hermits (no credit cards, no
midnight video jaunts--you get the point).

http://red.wutf.space/books3/?pid=1972033792&d=20-09-30&dm=null


Garfinkel's thoroughly researched and example-rich text explores the history of identification
procedures; the computerization of ID systems; how and where data is collected, tracked, and
stored; and the laws that protect privacy. He also explains who owns, manipulates, ensures the
safety of, and manages the vast amount of data that makes up our collective human infrastructure.
The big surprise here? It's not the United States government who controls or manages the majority
of this data but rather faceless corporations who trade your purchasing habits, social security
numbers, and other personal information just like any other hot commodity.

There's a heck of a lot of data to digest about data here and only a smidgen of humor to
counterbalance the weight of Garfinkel's projections. But then again, humor isn't really appropriate
in connection with stolen identities; medical, bank, and insurance record exploitation; or the
potential for a future that's a "video surveillance free-for-all."

In many information-horrific situations, Garfinkel explores the wide variety of data thievery and the
future implications of larger, longer-lasting databases. "Citizens," Garfinkel theorizes, "don't know
how to fight back even though we know our privacy is at risk." In a case study involving an insurance
claim form, he explains how a short paragraph can grant "blanket authorization" to all personal (not
just medical) records to an insurance company. Citizens who refuse to sign the consent paragraph
typically must forfeit any reimbursement for medical services. Ultimately, "we do not have the
choice [as consumers] either to negotiate or to strike our own deal."

The choice that we do have, however, is to build a world in which sensitive data is respected and
kept private--and the book offers clever, "turn-the-tables" solutions, suggesting that citizens,
government, and corporations cooperate to develop weaker ID systems and legislate heavier
penalties for identification theft.

Garfinkel's argument does give one pause, but his paranoia-laden prose and Orwellian imagination
tends to obscure the effectiveness of his argument. Strangely, for all his talk about protecting your
privacy, he never mentions how to remove your personal information from direct mail and
telemarketing groups. And while he would like for Database Nation to be as highly regarded (and
timely) as Rachel Carson's , the fact remains that we're not going to perish from having our privacy
violated. --E. Brooke Gilbert --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

From Library Journal If you have a computer with Intel's "processor serial number," own a pet
with an embedded "radio frequency identification device," use ATMs and credit cards, and shop on
the Internet, privacy is almost a nonexistent concept, because your every move is being tracked and
stored somewhere for future use. Garfinkel, who has reported on computer privacy issues for Wired
and other publications, is an exceptional writer who clearly understands his topic; here he explores
today's threats to privacy and how they might be stopped. This is for all libraries.
Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.
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